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Abstract— A key challenge in learning to perform manipu-
lation tasks is selecting a suitable skill representation. While
specific skill representations are often easier to learn, they
are often only suitable for a narrow set of tasks. In most
prior works, roboticists manually provide the robot with a
suitable skill representation to use e.g. a neural network or
DMPs. By contrast, we propose to allow the robot to select
the most appropriate skill representation for the underlying
task. Given the large space of skill representations, we utilize
a single demonstration to select a small set of potential
task-relevant representations. This set is then further refined
using reinforcement learning to select the most suitable skill
representation. Experiments in both simulation and real world
show how our proposed approach leads to improved sample
efficiency and enables directly learning on the real robot.

I. INTRODUCTION
Manipulation skills, or primitives, are crucial building

blocks for robotic manipulation as they introduce appro-
priate task structure and make complex tasks feasible. A
key challenge for using manipulation skills is to choose
an appropriate skill representation. For instance, we can
use monolithic neural-network controllers [1], [2] to gen-
erate trajectories or low-level actions for many different
manipulation tasks. On the other hand, we can also use
more specialized skill representations, e.g., parameterized
force-controllers [3], object-centric attractors [4], [5], or
Dynamic Movement Primitive (DMP) [6]. While general
skill representations may enjoy widespread applicability their
over-parameterization can make them unnecessarily difficult
to learn. More specialized skill representations often work
well in only limited settings, but they can be faster to learn
and adapt given their fewer parameters. The robot should
therefore ideally use the most specific skill representation
that is still suitable for the given task.

In addition to the type of skill representation, skills can
also benefit from utilizing representations that exploit the
geometric structure of manipulation tasks. Many recent meth-
ods have used object-centric keypoints [7], [8], [9] and task-
frames [4], [10] to represent this structure of manipulation
tasks. The use of geometric structure allows skills to be
invariant to certain task-irrelevant object properties, e.g.
translation invariance when grasping an object. This allows
the learned skills to generalize better to a wide variety of
different scenarios. However, these object-centric methods
often forgo the choice of skill representation and either
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skill representations
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Fig. 1: Overview of our approach. We represent object and
end-effector keypoints using ⇥ (object keypoints as ⇥, end-
effector keypoints as ⇥) and axes as ". Left: Large set of skill
representations. Middle: Use few demonstrations to select a
small set of relevant skill representations. Right: Use RL to
select the most appropriate skill representation for the task.
The bottom plots show the likelihood values over different
elements of our skill representation. Bottom Left: Initially, we
have similar likelihoods for all skill representations. Bottom
Middle: Using a demonstration we select skill representations
with high likelihood (shown as black dots). Bottom Right:
We use interactions to directly learn the most relevant skill
representation (black dot) from this imitation reduced set.

use one step rigid transforms [7], fixed primitives [9] or
manually-defined parameterized controllers [4].

In this paper, we present a framework for robots to ef-
ficiently learn manipulations by autonomously selecting ap-
propriate skill representations. These representations include
both the geometric task structure and the types of controller
representations for each axis. Selecting a suitable structured
skill representation without any prior knowledge is difficult
and inefficient. To overcome this, we propose to use a small
set of demonstration data. These demonstrations provide us
examples of successful trajectories and thus allow us to
quickly exclude skill representations with low likelihood for
the provided trajectories.

Given the task demonstration data, we use imitation learn-
ing to identify a relatively small sets of distinct skills that con
possibly accomplish the task. We learn a high-level policy
over the skills, or options, to select between the skills and
ultimately sequence them together to perform larger tasks.

Imitation learning (IL) provides a good initialization for
skill parameters and rules out many unsuitable skill repre-
sentations. However, demonstrations may be ambiguous and
contain insufficient data to select one specific skill repre-
sentation and associated parameter values for robust task
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execution. For example, when wiping a horizontal tabletop,
a single demonstration cannot indicate that the scrubbing
force should be applied in the direction normal to the surface
rather than in the vertical direction. To disambiguate the skill
representation, the robot would need to observe the wiping
of an inclined surface. Rather than rely on an exhaustive set
of demonstrations, the robot uses reinforcement learning to
refine its skill representation selection and parameter values.
This skill refinement is efficient as IL already rules out large
numbers of unsuitable skill representations and thus provides
a more structured skill space for the agent.

We evaluate our proposed framework on both simulated
and real robot experiments. We use multiple tasks from
Robosuite [11], as well as real world surface-wiping and
toolbox-opening tasks. Our evaluations show that our frame-
work is able to make efficient use of the demonstrations
to quickly identify a small set of possible skill repre-
sentations which can then be refined and learned through
interactions directly on the real system. Please see sup-
plementary materials, with additional results and experi-
ment videos, at https://sites.google.com/view/
efficient-manipulation.

II. RELATED WORK

Manipulation Skills can be represented in many different
ways. Early work on manipulation skill representation used
both geometric and mechanical features of the task to define
manipulation primitives such as position, force primitives or
visual servoing primitives [12], [13]. Contact states have
also been used to define manipulation skills [14]. While
early skills were often manually parameterized, recent skills
have become more versatile utilizing learned parameters and
preconditions [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. Some of the
widely used skill representations include, Dynamic Move-
ment Primitives (DMPs) [6], [21], [22], Neural Networks
[23], [24], [25], Task-Parameterized GMMs (TP-GMMs)
[26], [27]. In contrast to the above approaches, we do not
propose a new skill representation but instead we utilize these
different skill representations and learn to select the most
appropriate skill-representation for the underlying task.

Task Frames: Manipulation skills inherently involve ob-
ject interactions, and objects are usually defined by their
task axes or task frames. Task frames are used ubiquitously
in robotics. Their widespread usage within manipulation is
also termed as Task-Frame Formalism (TFF) [28], [29], [30].
Previous works have used task frames to define task-motion
constraints for compliant robot motions [31], [32], [33],
programming by demonstrations [34], as well as inferring
relevant task frame using demonstrations [35], [36], [37].

More recently task frames have been used (although under
different names) to provide meaningful generalization in
various task settings [7], [4], [10], [8]. Among these works
the closest to our approach is [4], [10]. The authors of [4]
define oriented keypoints which are task-specific keypoints
with orientation (i.e. axes), thus analogous to task frames.
These oriented keypoints are used in conjunction with manu-
ally defined controllers to solve different manipulation tasks.

Fig. 2: Left: Palm keypoint with an arbitrary frame. Right:
Tool keypoint with EE frame and surface normal (black
arrow) for black mark on the board. The other in-plane axes
for the black mark are much more arbitrary.

Alternatively, [10] uses keypoints and task-axes to define a
large set of controllers which are used to solve manipulation
tasks using RL. By contrast, our approach tries to unify
[4] and [10], i.e., we want our robot to be able to learn
a task directly in the real world without having to manually
parameterize everything. To avoid this manual specification
we use a small set of task demonstrations and a geometric
skill structure that is closely related to [4], [10].

III. PRELIMINARIES: SKILL FUNDAMENTALS

We use a compositional approach towards skill represen-
tation. Our skill representation is grounded in the geometry
of the given task and its associated environment. We utilize
a task-frame based formulation to utilize this geometric
representation. Task-frame formalism (TFF) [32], [28], [29]
allows us to associate 3D frames with task relevant objects
in the environment. Instead of relying on full 3D task-frames
we decompose each task-frame into a set of task-axes and
only use the relevant axes for each task. This formulation
is important in scenarios where frames or axes on different
objects are required for control, e.g. in a wiping task we only
need the surface normal of the surface being wiped while the
target location is the marker to be wiped (Figure 2 Right).

Skill Representation: Each skill in our formulation con-
sists of a set of one or more task-axes controllers (TACs).
Overall, each task-axes controller (TAC) is parameterized by
an object keypoint (k 2 K) that acts as the anchor for the
controller, an end-effector keypoint (e 2 E) which indicates
which part of the end-effector will interact with the object,
a task-axes (u 2 U) that denotes the motion axes, and a
controller with type (c 2 T ) and corresponding parameters
(✓) (e.g. DMP weights, or control-points for splines), which
is used to generate the motion. Table I lists these elements
and we describe each of them below. We use uppercase
symbols K,E,U, T to denote sets of end-effector and object
keypoints, axes, and controllers. Each element of these sets is
indexed using lowercase symbols, i.e., k, e, u, c respectively.
Figure 3 visualizes how TACs are combined together to
achieve skill representations.

A. Object and End-Effector Keypoints

We utilize keypoint-based representations to ground the
task-axes controllers in the task environment. In this work,
we assume a fixed set of object keypoints, denoted as K,
which can be tracked in the environment. It is possible to
predict these keypoints directly from the image input or the
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TAC Element Values

Object-Keypoint Keypoints on object surface, center of object,
object edges or corners

End-Effector Keypoints End-effector center, Points on fingers,
Palm points, Palm edges, Tool Keypoint

Task Axes Global axes, Surface normals, Object axes,
Linear axes to goal keypoints

Controller Types
Min-Jerk controllers, Force controllers,
Alignment controllers, DMPs,
Neural Networks

TABLE I: Different elements of task-axes controllers along
with the possible values each element can take.

3D point cloud representations. However, this often requires
pre-training to learn features based on local object geometry
[38], [8]. Further, in some scenarios using object-part centric
approaches [39] may also be useful, e.g. grasping an airplane
model from its tip. All of the above approaches can provide
suitable keypoint representations for TACs.

In addition to the object keypoints we also utilize end-
effector keypoints E that ground the end-effector interaction
with the object. Figure 2 visualizes the palm end-effector
keypoints. Overall, we use the end-effector center, finger
keypoints, tool keypoint or palm keypoints. Although for
most interactions the middle keypoint of the end-effector
suffices, for many scenarios utilizing the fingers of the robot
or the palm surface may also be relevant.

B. Task Axes
Each TAC is associated with some axis u 2 U along

which it acts (u 2 R3). While prior works often assume
full 3D frames associated with each keypoint [4], [40], we
decompose these frames into separate task axes. This is
beneficial since in many scenarios only some axes of the
full 3D reference frame are useful. For instance, in the peg
insertion task or wiping tasks in [4] it is only the Z-axes
of the hole or the surface normal of the board which are
important, while the other axes can be more arbitrary e.g.
any two axes in the plane normal to the hole will suffice
for circular peg insertion. Based on this, we note that for
most manipulation tasks a common set of axes can be used.
These include the global X,Y, Z axes, the surface normals
on objects, object-axes (which can be found from object-pose
if known), linear axes from ee-keypoints to anchor keypoints
(that are estimated as k � e, where k is an object keypoint
and e is the end-effector keypoint), and joint-axes which can
be used to define motion constraints.

C. Controller Types and Parameters
Each TAC is further associated with a feedback-based

controller that generates the robot motion. These controllers
can combine trajectory generators and feedback controllers
together to generate the final robot motion. These TAC
controllers can utilize the object and end-effector keypoints
discussed above. However, they have their own set of pa-
rameters c✓ for motion generation. Table I lists the possible
set of controllers.

DMP Controller

Linear Controller

Object Keypoint

End-Effector Keypoint

Target Linear Axes
Global Y-Axes
Global Z-Axes

DMP Controller

Final Controller
Linear Controller

Task-Axes Controllers

Skills are composed using  
sets of Task-Axes Controllers

Fig. 3: Skill composition using different TAC representations.

Min-Jerk controllers are parameterized with the goal key-
point k 2 K and an offset ko 2 R3 with respect to these
keypoints. Thus, the final target for the given end-effector
keypoint is k + ko, and these controllers act along the
provided task-axes. They are further parameterized by the
duration to reach the target.

Force controllers are parameterized by a desired force
target ft 2 [fmin, fmax] and act along the given task-axes.

Dynamic Movement Primitive based controllers are param-
eterized with goal location (i.e. the keypoint k and keypoint
offset ko). DMPs can be used to imitate arbitrary smooth
motions by learning appropriate shape parameters w 2 RN ,
(where N are the number of basis vectors) used to represent
the forcing function [6], [21].

Alignment controllers are used to align some axes of the
end-effector with some task-axes such as the surface normal
of the whiteboard to wipe. These controllers can additionally
be parameterized with (✓,�) which specify the remaining 2-
DOF for the 3-DOF orientation space.

Neural Network controllers can be parameterized with
respect to goal locations (which are inferred from keypoints
and offsets). The parameters for neural network controllers
consist of all the weight and bias parameters in their layers.
Given different TACs we compose them together using null-
space projections similar to [5].

IV. LEARNING AND SELECTING SKILLS USING
DEMONSTRATIONS

Taking into account the possible set of object and end-
effector keypoints, axes and controller types we get a com-
binatorial explosion for different possible TACs to choose
from. Trying to learn the appropriate TACs and their param-
eters from this large set is prohibitively expensive. To avoid
this issue, we use a small set of demonstrations ( 5) to
narrow down the possible set of valid skills for the given
task, and provide a multi-modal space of skills for the agent
to explore.

A. Task Segmentation:
Before learning appropriate TACs we segment a given

task into multiple subtasks. This segmentation breaks down
long horizon problems and is often necessary given the non-
linearity around contact mode changes. We use change point
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detection to find contact mode transitions and use them
to decompose the given task demonstration into multiple
subtasks. For each subtask we now aim to find a subset
of relevant TACs which are composed using null-space
projections. TACs for all subtasks are then composed over
time to accomplish the given task.

B. Computing Posteriors over Skill Representations

Given demonstrations for each subtask we would now like
to infer a distribution over all sets of TACs to identify a
small set of valid controllers that could be used to perform
the task. For this we use a likelihood based approach. We
denote by q(k, e, u, c, c✓ 2 RN ) some prior distribution
over TACs. Given the demonstration data X we would
like to find the posterior distribution over these parameters
p(k, e, u, c, c✓|X), where

p(k, e, u, c, c✓|X) / p(X|k, e, u, c, c✓)q(k, e, u, c, c✓). (1)

Since the set of possible keypoints and controllers can
be very large, we use some general priors to efficiently
estimate the posterior distribution in (1). This set of priors
is applicable across a large variety of manipulation tasks.

Proximity and Alignment priors: We first note that the
geometric properties for the TACs, i.e, the object and end-
effector keypoints and task axes can be separated from the
feedback controllers. This is because given a set of values
for these geometric properties multiple different controllers
can be used to generate the robot motion. More specifically,
the object keypoint parameter is used as an anchor for the
controller the end-effector keypoint is used as the origin for
the controller, and the task-axes projects the motion onto
the appropriate direction. Given these parameters different
feedback controllers can be used to generate the motion. We
utilize this property of geometric properties to rewrite (1) as,

p (k, e, u, c, c✓|X) = p (c, c✓|X, k, e, u) p (k, e, u|X) . (2)

We estimate the second quantity in this product of poste-
riors p (k, e, u|X) using proximity and alignment priors. A
proximity prior allows us to find the most relevant keypoints
based on the idea that relevant object and end-effector
keypoints should be close to each other at the end of the
interaction. Similarly, for the alignment prior we project the
motion onto the relevant task axes and find proximity along
this axes. Denoting the end-effector keypoint trajectory as
Xe

1:T (we use the subscript to denote time) we transform it
to the appropriate object-keypoint and axes using

Xe|k,u
1:T = �

�
uuT

�
(Xe

1:T � k) , (3)

where we use the notation Xe|k,u
1:T to denote the trajectory

for end-effector keypoint e with object-keypoint k as origin
and along task-axes u.

Given this projected trajectory we use heuristics to esti-
mate the likelihood for the given geometric parameters i.e.,
P (X|k, e, u). We use simple distance-based heuristic based

!!"#(!! , /, 1, [])

)!$#

,#

(!! , /, 2, [+#])

) = 0

(!!,)

) = 0

*'!

+&

(!! , [+#, +&])
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+#

* *'"

,&

*

Fig. 4: The expanded-MDP formulation for parameterized
actions used in our approach.

on the last position of the demonstration trajectory,

p(X|k, e, u) = exp

 
� ||Xe|k,u

T � k̂||2
⌘

!
(4)

where k̂ is the 3D location for the given keypoint k and ⌘
is the temperature parameter. Using a low temperature value
focuses on the closest keypoints alone while a larger value
may use multiple keypoints. We note that other heuristics
which look at the convergence behaviors of demonstrations
can also be used [35], [41], [36].

Additionally, to estimate the full posterior p(k, e, u|X) we
can incorporate an informed prior q(k, e, u),

p(k, e, u|X) =

exp
⇣
�||Xe|k,u

T � k̂||2/⌘
⌘
+ q(k, e, u)

P
k0,e0,u0 exp

⇣
�||Xe0|k0,u0

T � k̂0||2/⌘
⌘
+ q(k0, e0, u0)

These priors encapsulate task knowledge to guide the learn-
ing process. For instance, for prehensile manipulation a
relevant prior is to use the middle EE-keypoint, while for
tool-based tasks, when the hand is already grasping an object,
the prior can focus on tool keypoints. Previous approaches
to task-frame selection, and the more recent keypoint based
approaches, use similar priors on end-effector keypoints [4].

C. Controller Selection and Learning
To estimate p(c, c✓|X, k, e, u), we need to calculate the

likelihood p(X, k, e, u|c, c✓). For this we we use a set of
criterions for the different controller types listed in Table I.
We note that as before we project the trajectory data onto
the particular axes similar to (3). We use force-controller
only in scenarios where the observed force in the projected
force-data is beyond a threshold. We use a threshold of 2N
in simulation and slightly larger 6N in real world given
noisy force-torque measurements in real world. The force
controller is parameterized by a force-value which is directly
inferred from the demonstration.

For linear controllers (min-jerk) we use a simple linear
regression on the non-zero velocity part of the trajectory to
verify if the linear motion does not underfit the observed
trajectory. We parameterize a linear controller with the time
required to reach the target. On the other hand, DMP and
Neural-Network (NN) controllers can fit arbitrary trajectories
and thus we can always learn parameters for these controllers
that correspond to the observed demonstration trajectories.
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Fig. 5: Sample tasks from robosuite [11], from left to right
– Lift, Stack, Wipe, Wipe with slanted board.

However, given limited training data NN controllers can
easily overfit to the trajectories and may not generalize
well. We provide more details on controller criterions in the
appendix on the project website.

V. REFINING SKILLS FROM INTERACTIONS

We use a threshold on p (k, e, u, c, c✓|X) to restrict the
valid TACs to a small set. However, this may not result
in one specific set of TAC composition for each subtask.
Since in some scenarios there may exist ambiguity in the
provided demonstrations, e.g., for wiping task the normal
of the surface may align with the global Z-axes. Also,
sometimes multiple TACs may fit the observed trajectory
equally well. For instance, a close to linear motion will have
high likelihood for both linear and DMP controllers. Finally,
we may also want to finetune TAC parameters, such as force
value for force controllers, weights for DMPs or NNs, or
time for linear controllers.

We use RL to get the final prioritized set of TACs for each
subtask. We initialize the agent’s action space with the TACs
inferred from the demonstrations including their parameters.
We use an expanded MDP formulation where at each step
we select some TAC as well as its parameters. Figure 4
visualizes a few steps of the expanded-MDP formulation.
Our state consists of (st, ⌧, p, [c0, · · · ]), where st denotes
the environment state, ⌧ is the task-segment index (1-hot),
p is the priority of the current controller being selected (1-
hot) and a one-hot list of previously selected controllers. We
take 1 step in the environment for each task-segment (⌧ ),
thus the total MDP horizon is the number of task segments
times the number of controllers being selected. The multiple
selected TACs are combined using null space projection and
the composed controller is executed in the environment.

To train our policy we use the parameterized action MDP
(PAMDP) formulation [42], [43]. In particular we use an
approach similar to [44] to optimize our policy (we provide
details in the appendix). Specifically, we use one network
⇡ that selects the next TAC controller to execute while the
parameters of each TAC are found separately using ⇡ci .

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

With our experiments we aim to answer the following
questions: 1) Can our proposed approach extract relevant
skill information and discard irrelevant TACs using the
demonstrations? 2) How efficiently can we use the reduced
TACs for overall task completion? 3) Does our approach
allow real-world learning on the robot?

Setup: To evaluate our approach we use three different
tasks from robosuite [11] – Lift, Stack, and Wipe (Figure 5).

Task Obj-Keypoint EE-Keypoint Axes Controllers

Lift top-surface EE-tip Global, Linear,
Surface Normal

DMP,
MinJerk

Stack top-surface EE-tip,
object’s tip

Global, Linear,
Surface Normal

DMP,
MinJerk

Wipe marker Tool-tip Global, Linear,
Surface Normal

DMP,
MinJerk,
Force,
Alignment

TABLE II: Skill parameters extracted from demonstrations.

Each of these tasks are of varying difficulty and evaluate
different aspects of our approach. For the Lift task we do
not make any changes to the robosuite env. While for Stack
we make one change, i.e., we ensure that the blocks to be
stacked will have a minimum distance of 3cm between them.
This ensures that the demonstration trajectory environment
and the train environments align with each other. Finally, for
the Wipe task we make two changes. First, we reduce the
number of markers to only 1, this makes it easy for us to test
our approach in the real world, since we can use a simple
vision system to detect this marker. Second, we stochastically
add a slanted board (Figure 5 right) and place the marker on
this board instead of the table surface. This requires the agent
to better generalize the wiping task.

Demonstrations: For all tasks we use a single demon-
stration collected through a spacemouse in simulation and
kineshetically in the real world.

Compared Approaches: We compare our approach
against multiple different methods on each of the above tasks.

1) BC with DMPs: We compare our approach against a
behavior-cloning (BC) baseline. Given that we only use
one expert trajectory we use DMPs for BC instead of
neural networks, since the latter would require a much
larger number of expert trajectories for generalization.

2) BC + RL with DMPs: In addition to behavior cloned
DMPs, we also compare against an approach in which
we finetune the learned DMPs with RL.

3) RL: We also compare against an RL based approach.
For this, we tried using both on-policy i.e. Proximal
Policy Optimization (PPO) [45] as well as off-policy
Soft-Actor Critic (SAC) [46] approaches. However, the
PPO based approach did not make any progress within
sufficient amount of time, hence we show results only
for SAC. Additionally, for SAC we tried using the
single expert demonstration by adding it to the replay
buffer, however this did not yield any advantage.

4) TACs: We evaluate our proposed approach wherein all
TAC elements including keypoints, ee-keypoints, axes,
controller types are first selected from demonstration
using IL and then refined using RL.

A. Metrics and Training

We use success ratio as the metric to quantitatively com-
pare the approaches, since reward as a metric may not
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Lift Stack Wipe

Fig. 6: Success Ratio for the different tasks – Lift, Stack, and Wipe. All tasks in simulation are run for 4 seeds.

X-Axes Y-Axes Z-Axes Linear-Axes

Fig. 7: Heatmap of object-keypoint likelihood for multiple
different task-axes u and end-effector gripper center k.

Fig. 8: Segmented trajecories for Stack task before (Left)
and after (Right) grasping the smaller cube. Note that both
of these trajectories are in the EE-frame of the robot.

be consistent across different baselines due to their differ-
ent horizons and overall steps. Also importantly, we plot
the success-ratio metric against the trajectory steps instead
of environment steps. This is because in trajectory based
approaches (such as DMPs or ours) a single environment
step corresponds to multiple simulator steps. Thus, we also
divide the RL steps by the maximum number of trajectory
steps. For the RL baseline we use the code provided by
the robosuite-benchmark. We use the same hyperparameter
settings provided by them and run their code on the slightly
modified environments. Hyperparameters and further details
are in the appendix on the project website.

B. Simulation Results - Demonstrations

Table II lists the set of TACs that are learned from
the demonstrations. For all tasks we use a prior which is
concentrated on the EE-tip (for Wipe we use the eraser tip)
instead of EE-fingers or palm keypoints, hence we get the
EE-tip as the the extracted EE-keypoint. For lift and stack we
use multiple object keypoints on each object’s top surface.
We visualize these keypoints for the Lift task through the

likelihood values shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 visualizes a
heatmap for the likelihood of all different object-keypoints
and multiple different axes (Global XYZ and Linear axes).
Since for the final controllers multiple task-axes (e.g. X, Y,
Z-axes or Z and Linear-Axes) need to be combined, we only
select (k, e, u) tuples for which the posterior values across
all the possible axes is large. Our formulation reduces to
task-frame projections when all axes are orthogonal but is
also applicable in scenarios when they are not orthogonal.

We now look at how the demonstration trajectories allow
us to get the possible set of controllers. For this we use the
Stack task and plot its segmented trajectories in Figure 8.
These segments are extracted using change point detection
and consist of reach and grasp (Left) and then place (Right).
For DMPs we get high likelihood (i.e. low fit error) for each
axis and hence we add separate DMPs for all axes to the
relevant set of controllers. For min-jerk controllers we get
high likelihood for all axes except the Z-axes for segment 1.
This can be seen from the Z-axes plot in Figure 8 (Right),
which cannot be represented by a linear (min-jerk) trajectory
that reaches directly to the goal. Although it is indeed
possible to break down this Z-trajectory into multiple linear
components, such decompositions are beyond the scope of
our current work. Finally, for the Stack task there are no
significant orientation or force changes in the demonstration,
hence, the robot discards the alignment and force controllers.

C. Simulation Results - Interactions
Given the reduced set of skill representations we now

discuss the results of choosing (and refining) the most
appropriate controllers using RL. Figure 6 plots the success
ratio for each of the environment across all approaches. This
success ratio is obtained using the deterministic policy by
running it for 50 episodes intermittently during training.
Also, as noted in Section-VI-A the X-axes in Figure 6 refer
to the trajectory steps and not the environment steps.

From Figure 6 we can see that for the simplest task, Lift,
the DMPs learned from demonstrations directly suffice to
complete the task. By comparison, for our approach, since
there exists multiple similar TACs initially, a small amount
of exploration is required to arrive at the optimal solution.
For the Stack task (Figure 6 Middle)), learned DMPs achieve
around 60% success rate and do not generalize perfectly to all
test scenarios. These scenarios include when the objects are
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Fig. 9: Real world tasks Left: Open-Toolbox, Right: Wipe.

Wipe (Real World)Open ToolBox (Real World)

Fig. 10: Success Ratio for real world tasks, run on 2 seeds.

placed in very different configurations than in the provided
expert demonstrations and consequently the robot often ends
up hitting the other object instead of moving above it. We
provide qualitative results of this failure on our website.
Alternatively, using these learned DMPs with our TAC skills
or performing RL with these DMPs does learn to solve the
task quickly and robustly. However, our approach is slightly
more sample efficient since the high-level policy chooses
to use the linear min-jerk controller for placing instead of
a DMP controller for the XY axes. This linear controller
is only parameterized by its velocity and hence is faster to
optimize than a 10-dimensional DMP. This result signifies
the advantage of our approach wherein the higher level policy
is able to choose the most appropriate controller to optimize.

Finally, the Wipe task Figure 6 (Right) requires a more
fine-grained contact interaction than previous tasks. We find
that the learned DMPs perform comparatively worse (around
30%). This is because a sufficient amount of downward force
needs to be generated to wipe the marker which is hard to
learn from position trajectories alone. Training these DMPs
with RL we find that although they can complete the task,
the resultant policy can be very unsafe (see video on project
website). Hence, we add an additional constraint to force
the RL trajectory to have the final EE-location within a safe
threshold (0.12m, 0.04m, 0.04m) of the final demonstration
location. Even with this change the DMP controllers are still
less sample efficient and plateau early in comparison to our
approach, which instead uses a force controller to generate
the appropriate amount of force to wipe the marker.

D. Real World Results
We also evaluate our approach in the real-world on two

different tasks – Open ToolBox and Wipe (Figure 9). We
use these task to show that our approach can learn a policy
from scratch directly in the real world (given a single
demonstration).

Setup: Figure 9 shows out task setups. For the Open-
ToolBox task we use a common toolbox and learn to open
its locks. For Wipe, we use a setup similar to our simulation,
wherein a single black mark needs to be erased. We use
OpenCV’s blob detector to get the marker positions. For both
tasks we change the object orientations i.e. the toolbox and
whiteboard orientations arbitrarily and use the covariance of
point cloud around the keypoint positions to get their surface
normal. We do not utilize any other instrumentation for state-
estimation. We use the open-source FrankaPy [47] to run
our code, and and use the same set of controllers as used in
simulation.

We use one demonstration to reduce the initial set of
TACs. We use the same set of TAC parameters as shown in
Table II except that we do not use DMP controllers during
the interaction with the toolbox or whiteboard. We do this
purely for safety reasons as is evident from the unsafe nature
of updating learned DMPs for Wipe in simulation. During RL
training we provide a reward of 1 to the agent for reaching
close to the target object, and an additional reward of 4
for completing the task. Additionally, for the open-toolbox
task we also provide an additional reward of 1 if the agent
correctly aligns with the toolbox. We do this to evaluate how
much of an effect dense rewards have on the learning process.
In all other scenarios for both tasks we provide 0 reward.

Figure 10 plots the success ratio for both tasks, using a
deterministic policy which runs for 5 episodes intermittently
during training. As seen above, for both tasks we are quickly
able to learn the appropriate controller sequence and param-
eter values in real world settings. However, the robot learns
the Open-ToolBox task much faster than the Wipe task. This
is because of two reasons: First, for the former we provide
better shaped rewards (additional reward for alignment with
tool lock). Second, the low level parameters inferred from
the demonstrations for this task (e.g. force parameter) is
sufficient for task completion, hence the agent requires less
exploration to successfully complete the task.

While we do not observe any intra-seed variance for the
Open-ToolBox task there exists some variance for Wipe. This
is due to the high level policy (for one seed) not using the
appropriate alignment and force-controller for performing the
wiping task. Instead, initially, the policy incorrectly aligns
with the whiteboard, and once the correct alignment is
learned the policy only chooses the force controller after
more exploration. However, once learned both of the policies
are able to accomplish the task successfully.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose to learn the most appropriate
skill representation for a given manipulation task. We use a
compositional skill representation, which is grounded in the
robot’s environment. Given the large number of such environ-
ment grounded skills, we use a small set of demonstrations
to discard a large number of irrelevant skill representations.
The agent then uses the remaining set of representations to
explore the environment and learns to select the most appro-
priate skill representation and corresponding parameters.
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